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473 You may well ask what I mean when I state fantasy or reality.

FANTASY: This is how we live; not as God which you claimed created us, but as idiots

demanding on the Governments to make us live. In plain language, we are false to ourselves.

REALITY: Is the world that millions cannot accept due to the brainwashing processes they

have encountered.

FANTASY: Men watching women walking down the street, or on the beach wobbling their

buttocks in a bouncing fashion, excite the men’s minds to fantasies what they like to do to that

image.

REALITY: I would not waste my time on such fantasy, as I know that such fantasy is

completely out of question for the likes of me; thus I accept the fact that she would not let me

carry out such actions with her; I am certainly not the lucky kind.

FANTASY: The S.E.G. is not possible, because I am an expert on the subject.

REALITY: Yes he was an expert one thousands years ago, but today he is an idiot.

474 The law of the squares states that there are two prime states and they are reversible.

Which are so often proven true that what may appear as true today, may not be so tomorrow.

Example: At school we were taught so much about our solar system as FACT for many years,

only today we know how wrong we were.

FANTASY: Our history being taught to us as FACT was indeed assumption plainly

imagination of what they fantasise happened; but digs being carried out today; often prove that

the opposite was true to that which we were taught.

REALITY: My belief since 1946 has and still remain positively firm that there is nothing

impossible except that the state of your mind makes it so.

The reality of that statement appears to be absolutely true based upon actual facts of today.

I have always accepted reality as value, and fantasy as non-value.

Thus the law of the squares is upheld as absolute precise.

REALITY: The S.E.G.: is a concept must be redeveloped before it can be mass-produced and

fills the extremely needed gaps in the market place to ease the speed of pollution that is killing

these planet’s life forms; that has to survive in the world and that unfortunately includes you as

well.

You have still a choice if you want your grand children to live a long life like yours. We must

act to give them back their tomorrows that we are at this time taking away from them.

FANTASY: Blinds you from seeing the reality that death is rushing towards you fast.
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475 FACT: Since I started this report a gentleman in Canada did a telephone interview with me

which he put out on the web.

I asked him for permission to enter his photo and name within this article, but he request me

not to do that.

Sometime miracles do happen, such a miracle happened today Saturday 11
th

 March 2006 during

the early hours I received an e-mail from him, giving me permission to use his photo and name

as I see fit.

FACT: here confirmed that the image on the left side of the two is none other than AL MAY.

While the other has no name, perhaps it is far too intelligent for a name.

Yes it is true since this article was commenced we have been in constant communication on

ideas for this report, some of which have already appeared within this article because it’s the

truth.

You see that every one can contribute to this development either with cartoons, adverts or

articles in relation to this technology.

Yes funds are needed badly, Hollywood needs the film to be funded to complete it, Our man in

California needs funding to speed up the redevelopment work, and I also need funding for a

place to live and work on the finishing phase for the S.E.G.; otherwise it will not be complete.

Therefore, we now have three separate component parts to this effort that require funding.

The film release may help to fund the other two sections needed; that would mean our man in

California finds the hard cash for his side of the work, but the process stops until my side is

ready to accept and complete that work.

That is where the bottleneck appears to be for the redevelopment of the S.E.G.
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476 Today, Saturday 11
th

 March 2006, late evening received message from the States that work will

be delayed for a time due to circumstances which are outside of our control.

This misfortune has nothing directly related to the work on the S.E.G. Its affect relates to time

available which will be about zero for possibly a month.

Today nothing is guaranteed in our lives, misfortunes happens to all of us unless we are

multimillionaires. Unfortunately, no one that has been or is now working on this work is

millionaires – I am getting use to these setbacks.

Nevertheless, I must keep moving forward the best that I can at this time.

Continuing with this report; which is not intended as a book but as a dossier of FACTS on the

progress and problems that has delayed this development to the marketplace.

It proves that government’s officials have not been involved in its delay; in FACT they wish us

every success. It exposes a major issue which I have constant met through life that those closest

to you who are the ones which stop this technology reaching the marketplace.

Never the less I shall continue with this report and shall now deal with the emitter of the S.E.G.

and copper which shall be the first element of choice for debate.

What do we know about this element?  Absolutely nothing we can possibly do to use without

knowledge about it, right? Through my books I have discussed this element across the whole

domain of its use.

In this relationship to the S.E.G. there is not so much to write about as with the case of its effect

on human life.

FACT: This was my base knowledge on Copper back there in 1968; by the end of 1970 I had

indeed much more knowledge upon that element.

COPPER to my understanding is a malleable reddish metallic element occurring as the free

metal, copper glance, and copper pyrites; used in such alloys as brass and bronze.

COPPER: is catalogue as a 1B group of elements; which to you has no meaning of value.
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COPPER SYMBOL: Cu.

ATOMIC NUMBER: 29.

ATOMIC WEIGHT: 63.54.

CRYSTAL STRUCTURE: Cube, face centred,

OXIDATION STATE: 2.1

ELECTRON CONFIGARATION: Not certain at this time of writing.

DENSITY: 8.90 g/cm
3
 at 300 K.

MELTING POINT: 1357.6 K.

BOILING POINT: 2836 K.

ACID BASE PROPERTIES: Basic.

COVALENT RADIUS: 1.17 _.

ATOMIC RADIUS: 1.57 _ Quantum mechanical value for free atom.

ATOMIC VOLUME: 7.1 cm
3
 / mol from density at 300 k (27

0
C)

For liquid and solid element.

FIRST IONIZATION POTENTIAL: 7.728 V.

SPECIFIC HEAT CAPACITY: 0.38 jg
-1

K
-1

 at 300 K (27
0
C).

THERMAL CONDUCTIVITY: 4.01 W cm
-1

K
-1

HEAT OF FUSION: 13.050 kj / mol at melting point.

ELECTRICAL CONDUCTIVITY: 0.596 10
6 -1

cm
-1

ELECTRONEGATIVITY: 1.90 Pauling’s.

Cu 29 layer S.E.G.

The

completed Cu

29 Emitter

layer of a

segment of a

roller set.

These details

above is all

about this

work being

undertaken

today in the

U.S.A.
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FACT: This is the equilibrium diagram of Cu and Eu, as I understand it.

Eu = Europlum Atomic Number = 63:  yes it is one of the rare earths

1970 I began the questioning of what would happen if we mix one other element to the

master one and within this report; I will show what I knew at this time.
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FACT: Another equilibrium diagram this time Cu and Er. Now what happens?

Er = Erbium: Atomic number = 68: Yes another rare earth.

FACT: This Cu component is genuine and is here for checking.

It is the emitter section of the roller set – one roller set requires eight of these.

Actual Cu 29

layer of the S.E.G.

roller segment

now under

development in

the U.S.A. at this

time.

Fully engineered

in-house layer to

within microns of

the calculated

value.
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FACT: This time the equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Ga,

Ga = Gallium: Atomic Number = 31: This is not a rare earth to my knowledge.

Although COPPER does not magnetize conventionally, it does have an interesting

function and exhibits a strange eddy current effect that plays a successful function in the

S.E.G. electromagnetic dynamics.

At this moment in time I don not think that I actually have the manufacture data sheet on this

particular copper material supplied in the form tube lengths. The ordered tubes are oversized

both OD and I.D. so we can machine it to the exact size calculated for this particular project.

Clearly that approach has paid off with success and reduced cost.
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FACT: Let us take a look at another equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Fe.

Fe = Iron: Atomic Number = 26: This is not a rare earth.

This U.S.A. redevelopment project based on past work done and not upon possible future

research and evaluation investigations. These diagrams shown in this article; are representing as

possible solutions for investigation when funds are available into improving S.E.G. outputs.

All projects created to date make improvements with research and study of its functions.
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FACT: The equilibrium diagram for Cu and Ge: Yet another option to consider.

Ge = Germanium: Atomic Number = 32: This is not a rare earth.
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FACT: Another equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Gd.

Gd = Gadolinium: Atomic Number = 64: This is a rare earth element.
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477 FACT: This is the company that our man in the U.S.A. on contract to redevelop the S.E.G.

purchased five lengths of copper tube measuring five feet each in length.

FACT: Each length outer diameter = 1.660.

FACT: Each tube inner diameter = 1.368.

FACT: The copper layer shown on page 256 and 254 are the finish part produced from these

pipes as quoted above.

FACT: We are banking on the possibility of producing ninety six such components parts to

complete a full set of rollers for plate one; that is a total of twelve roller sets each contains eight

segments.

FACT:  The cost to our man in the U.S.A. for these five lengths of five feet copper tube was

$1,028.

FACT: Then there is the cost of all the equipment to work these tubes.

FACT; Then there is the cost for all the equipment which he brought and sent here to help me

to recover from the robbery on Monday August 25
th

 2003.

FACT: Then there are other materials which will be dealt with in this report when I reach them.

FACT: MATERIAL: 11/40 Schedule 40 CDA alloy 102 OFHC

Oxygen Free High conductivity:  High purity Copper.

FACT: There is no guarantee that this particular copper will create the functions demanded of

the concept. We are gambling on chance that we have struck lucky on the choice of material.

Only time and devotion with added determination will prove success or failure.
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REGULAR – SCHEDULE 40.

Theoretical

Nominal Actual O.D. Inside Wall Weight at

O.D. Diameter Thickness Per Foot

(pounds)

? 0.405 0.281 0.062 0.259

0.54 0.376 0.085 0.457

? 6.75 0.495 0.09 0.641

0.84 0.626 0.107 0.955

1.05 0.822 0.114 1.3

1 1.315 1.063 0.126 1.82

1 1.66 1.368 0.146 2.69

1 1.9 1.6 0.15 3.2

2 2.375 2.063 0.156 4.22

2 2.875 2.501 1.87 6.12

3 3.5 3.062 0.219 8.75

3 4 3.5 0.25 11.4

4 4.5 4 0.25 12.9

5 5.562 5.062 0.25 16.2

6 6.625 6.125 0.25 19.4

8 8.625 8.001 0.312 31.6

10 10.75 10.02 0.365 46.2

12 12.75 12 0.375 56.5
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Extra strong – Schedule 80

Theoretical

Nominal Actual O.D. Inside Wall Weight at

O.D. Diameter Thickness Per Foot

(pounds)

? 0.405 0.205 0.1 0.371

0.54 0.294 0.123 0.625

? 6.75 0.421 0.127 0.847

0.84 0.542 0.149 1.25

1.05 0.736 0.157 1.71

1 1.315 0.951 0.182 2.51

1 1.66 1.272 0.194 3.46

1 1.9 1.494 0.203 4.19

2 2.375 1.933 0.221 5.8

2 2.875 2.315 0.28 8.85

3 3.5 2.892 0.304 11.8

3 4 3.358 0.321 14.4

4 4.5 3.818 0.341 17.3

5 5.562 4.812 0.375 23.7

6 6.625 5.751 0.437 32.9

8 8.625 7.625 0.5 49.5

10 10.75 9.75 0.5 62.4
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478

FACT: Another study this time the equilibrium diagram for Cu and Hg.

Hg = Mercury. Atomic number = 80 It is not a rare earth element.

In the creation of the S.E.G. every idea must be considered in the effort to achieve

maximum output at the most economic price possible.
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FACT: Let us look at another option this time the equilibrium diagram for Cu and Hf.

Hf = Hafnium: Atomic Number = 72:

It is an interesting combination; all this study work is to achieve the best solution for economics

for output of the finished project.
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479 The lathe picture on page 265 with one of the Cu tubes mounted being machined down to the

correct size, creating copies of the segment layer seen in this article and that is the man involved

with that work

COMING SOON TO THIS CHANNEL THE FIRST DVD TO BE

RELEASE: HERE IS THE EXPECTED COVER FOR IT.

Cost expected to be $20.00 plus Post and package. The money will go

towards re-buying equipment to replace that which was stolen from

here.

SO I CAN GIVE BACK TO OUR CHILDREN AND THEIR

CHILDREN; HOPE AND LIGHT TO THE WORLD SO THEY WILL

HAVE THEIR TOMORROWS RETURN TO THEM AS A RIGHT.
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480

FACT: Looking at another equilibrium diagram this time for Cu and In.

In = Indium: Atomic Number = 49 Not a rare earth to my knowledge.

NOTE John Searl did not discover any of these element data, many people took time, devotion

in solving these functions, they have and are still playing part in the redevelopment of the

S.E.G.  Without them there will be no S.E.G.

Inventors often forget that they have only extended the efforts of many people before them,

even those of today, they simple compress the efforts of many other people’s efforts into a new

approach in thinking and design.
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FACT: Take another look at Cu here is the equilibrium diagram for Cu and Ir.

Ir = Iridium: Atomic number = 77 Not a rare earth to my knowledge.

The success story of the S.E.G. relies entirely on the efforts and goodwill of many people

working together in faith, devotion giving freely their time and often money as well for one

purpose to save this planet from an early death by creating a paradise shift from that of evil of

today, to a cleaner, healthier world of tomorrow for the benefits of all life forms regardless.
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FACT: Another equilibrium diagram this time Cu with La – differently not the USA state.

La = Lanthanum: Atomic Number = 57:

I think that I am correct to say it’s a rare earth; or to my mind it is but I could be wrong.

To all of those around the world that have or are helping me to correct the damage done to our

home the planet earth I thank you from my heart.

For you all stand tall amongst all earthlings for you have the rights to hold your head high and

say that “WE ARE THE TOMORROWS PEOPLE” Not the people of yesterday or today,

but the one’s who are trying to make a better place for all to live and making certain that our

children and their children will have a future that at this moment in time appears to be rather

zero rated.

To those who are wilfully damaging their home the planet earth should hold their heads low in

disgrace for they are not worthy to be called “INTELLENENT” and many today are not even

HUMAN.

I am the voice of SWALLOW COMMAND the voice of nature and all that is GOOD in

NATURE. “SEEK WITH ALL LEARNING; LOVE OVER-RULES WARS.”

These are the rules that I abide with; for there is no place for evil in our society or any other

animal society if we are to create a heaven for ourselves – otherwise we shall remain in hell.
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FACT: Another look at the equilibrium diagram of Cu with Li.

Li = Lithium: Atomic Number = 3 Certainly not a rare earth.

I try to give a rational output to a logical input at all times for that is all that my mind can do.

My mind over time against all odds has served me well; even if I have not had the pleasures that

you expect to have as a right.

I do accept that my presence here on planet earth was not by choice or desire but by command

of nature to which I am but a slave and have served my master well and the only rewards that I

have received in return was a longer life span.

A longer life is only of value if it creates a status either financial or respect or even both.

So far, neither condition appears to have been rewarded me, except time.
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FACT: On Monday 13
th

 February, I visited the Arc 06 at Business Design Centre at

Islington, London to evaluate the lighting technology to apply to my technology.
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481 I have given you a wee bit of a break from that hard technical stuff so those who not technical

can see things which they can or cannot understand.

Whatever I have already written within my news letters, books and within this dossier of facts,

many of you will understand precisely what I am saying as being correct, but only on the pages

which falls into your field of experiences and anything outside of your experience will not be

accepted as reality. This is simply because you do not have the right mental keys to that domain.

Within this work, I must have the keys to all domains of nature regardless of what, some of

which will make you feel sick only as you cannot accept reality because your schooling has

brainwashed you to only believe that what they believe which of the yesterdays, not the

tomorrow which has been block from their mental window.

My world has many windows not shut by brainwashing; they’re the windows to the future, not

the past or present.

For anyone to be able to pass through that window into the future to be; they must first meet

three conditions:

1. To open their eyes and observe all that is available.

2. They must know what they are observing.

3 They must understand what they know from what they observed.

For that is the secret of progress to a better world; in comparison to that which you are now

experiencing as the results of lack of knowledge, foresight, planning capacities and executing

those plans.

My world requires a massive understanding which no school could give you as they are limited

by yesterday brainwashing.

All my knowledge has to come from the yesterdays I agree but then you must learn to

understand that knowledge gained as to what its limits are in both upper and lower domains.

Unless you do understand it; such knowledge has no value whatsoever; thus knowing

knowledge does not necessary means that you understand what you observe.

Knowing and understanding are two different functions. I can state that I know that is a cat

because I have been brainwashed that certain structure which is arbitrary defines it as such.

I cannot state that I understand it’s a cat because cats have not been my subject of investigation.

But upon my knowledge on some forms of life I can indeed state that I know that is a cat.

Where there is a problem in relation to the Homo sapiens, I can state that I believe that is a

female, why do I make that statement?

Because what stands before my mind is an illusion of an object which from that image gives a

suggestion that it’s a female. But bed her only to find out too late that it’s a man.

Hope you are following me; that some claim to made the S.E.G and cover it to fool your eyes.
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You should understand that this research must not be less then the standards of the following

company standards:

FACT: Min capacity 22 litres.

That is the unique Durex standard, higher than any national or international requirement, and

just one of the standards their condoms have to exceed.

I expect that the standard of the S.E.G. to be not less than 15kW each per home.

Every condom is also individually tested for flaws.

Likewise every S.E.G. will be individually tested for any signs of flaws.

2 million condoms a month are stretched to breaking point, checked for leaks, blown up until

they burst.

Agree that 2 million S.E.G’s a month cannot be tested in the exact manner as above, but one or

two will be subjected to overload testing, insulation testing and long term loading and

unloading load demands on them; checking velocity against temperature changes.

Yes, I shall demand the highest level of testing for the S.E.G. as it should be with any other

generator; should the batch have problems, then these become rejected. I am determined that all

products produced by this organisation be of the highest standard possible before arriving at the

marketplace.

With 30 years experience in the engineering world, I’m certain that the standards which I set

will be achieved.

More precise is that the work achieved at this time and the learning curve will achieve even

better work with time.

We all have to learn new ways, to improve production methods, materials processing, tools and

machines all play a part of the learning curve; curves that must be travelled for success.
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FACT: Here is the equilibrium diagram for Cu with Mg, as we return to our study of Cu

with other elements.

Mg = Magnesium Atomic Number = 12 Not a rare earth.

MAGNESIUM is a light silvery white metallic element of the alkaline earth series that burns

with an intense white flame; used in light structural alloys, flashbulbs, flares and fireworks.

LITHIUM is a soft silvery element of the alkali metal series:  the lightest known metal, used as

an alloy hardener, as a reducing agent, an in batteries

LANTHANUM: is a silvery-white ductile metallic element of the lanthanide series: used in

pyrophoric alloys, electronic devices, and in glass manufacture.’

IRIDIUM is a very hard yellowish-white transition element that is the most corrosion resistant

metal known.

It occurs in platinum ores and is used as a alloy with platinum.

INDIUM a rare soft silvery metallic element associated with zinc ores: used in alloys,

electronics, and electroplating.

I felt that I should at least give some indication upon the elements which I have been quoted in

this article.

There are so much that I could tell you about these elements which I have so far quoted.
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FACT: Another look at the equilibrium diagram relating to Cu and Mn.

Mn = Manganese: Atomic Number = 25 Not a rare earth.

MANGANESE is a brittle greyish white metallic element: used in making steel and

ferromagnetic alloys.

Under no condition think that this is all I know about these elements, I can assure you there is

much that I can write upon them.

There are many subjects which I must keep up to date with if I am going to continue in the

space domain studies for the use of this technology; to go where no man as yet have gone.

Element in themselves are just the building blocks to everything, understanding them is vital in

design. There is no doubt that to day we know much about their functions or do we?
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482 He is that receipt for the Cu pipes which is being employed in this research and development

project in which you have seen photos of a Cu layer for a roller segment finished on show

here.

FACT: By showing the truth that this technology has not ended but still moving forward

in relation to hard cash being available.

Today, Tuesday 14
th

 March 2006, around 1530 hours I receive an e mail that some goods

ordered and paid for are now ready for collection.

I reply that I will collect tomorrow morning. Then I phoned the military to ask if it was OK to

drop in with the goods for them to place my symbol on it, they reply sure come in tomorrow we

shall be glad to help you.

So those burglars better understand that I am not dead yet, and still very busy and determine to

end their criminal activities with a massive big bill before long.

In the meantime I have a massive big task to undertake but it is a pleasure as the end results will

be millions to speed up further research and development. To improve our lives and that of

planet earth so that all creatures have the chance to survive.

Let’s give the power to the people, and that power shall be clean, and it will be.
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483

FACT: This research calls for all kinds of components and knowing who and where the

companies on the market are is quite a task today. You would be surprised what how

much used through out this technology as the S.E.G. is but a small part of my work load.
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FACT: This is the back of that card, amazing that they found me before I discovered that

I was lost, or I sure would had been in a mess. I have ordered their catalogue today, as I

have found over time that research often calls for the unusual components.
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484

FACT:  Today, Wednesday 15
th

 March 2006, travel to Ede and Ravenscroft located at 93

Chancery Lane. Where David Harris who is the manager Legal and Academic

Department fitted me out with my kit which I was collecting and took these photos.

You would hear more good things on the outside of a stagecoach from London to Oxford than if

you were to pass twelvemonths with the undergraduates, or heads of colleges of that famous

city.

How true that statement is still today – Ignorance still exists with the learned around here.
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485 I need to equip myself with all the tools needed to give lecture at very high standard as over the

years I found that depending on the place of lecture lack of good equipment has so often let me

down.

An overhead projector is always used on my lectures in the UK, but I need something much

more capable to undertake the kind of lectures that I shall now be giving.

This is the unit I have been in talks with the company but not yet place an order for one.

FACT: All future lectures must be red-hot and no longer amateur in content.
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FACT: Here is an image received on Wednesday 15
th

 March 2006 from AL May with my

sincere thanks. It has a good marker attached. Well done AL. If only a few more people

created points of issue like AL has done or cartoons upon the subject of pollution to get

that message over to people who have no idea what one means by pollution. This site is an

open site to discuss our problems openly to the world maybe government officials will take

notice of the voice of the people. If we don not talk, governments will think we are

contented with the situation.

Only millionaires could possibly be happy with our present state of affairs. And I am not a

millionaire and that too is a FACT.

It is good to be merry and wise; and it is good to be honest and true, unfortunately, it is true that

a handful of idiots can actually force governments to pass laws that take away your human

rights to be true unto yourself and to all others.

It is time to wake up to reality for a change; and really see the problems that lie around you, and

rally others to join you to clean up that mess which has been created by man. Such mess only

depress you and sucks away the energy of your soul.

You go to church and sing and clap your hands as if you are really happy, but you cannot fool

me with false display of happiness, for there is much sadness within your heart and living in the

world of fantasy does not solve your problem, it only covers up from view to others who are

around you.

I have to live in the world of reality and be true to myself that all is far from well.
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486 Reality and fantasy are two different worlds yet they are opposites.

Reality: Prof. Searl had no formal education as a child.

Fantasy:  Experts claim Prof. Searl knows nothing.

Reality: Prof. Searl has bones missing from an ear by which you hear with on the right

side; there is no response to sound vibrations on the right side of the skull.

Thus he is handicapped by lack of hearing also his balance system was also

severely damage which is not reversible making his world one that spins if too

fast causing him to collapse causing him to vomit  last meal or two.

A few years ago he underwent an operation to insert a grommet into the left ear

to help in assisting his balance; and this was done during the period that doctors

went on strike.

The terms for undergoing that operation: was that I had some one to take me

home and to rest for eight weeks and no cooking.

My wife came and collected me in a taxi; once I was out of sight of the hospital

eyes I switched from the taxi to my own car and drive home, had a meal then

drive to work 40 miles away on the motorway. Yes the hospital had given me a

certificate stating that I was unfit for work for a period of eight weeks, but I

packed that out of sight.

I worked not less than 14 hours a day at six days a week, except that Saturday

night was only 12 hours. No one at the work was aware that I had undergone an

operation and should be resting for some weeks.

Why did I go to work – when others would have jump to have a chance of big

break from work?

Truth is simple I was far happier at work than at home which was hell beyond

most people capability to understand. I was being robbed by my wife and family.

During attacks of Meniere’s disease and treated like some muck, insulted only.

Loyalty is my greatest downfall, for I cannot break an agreement unless forced to

by the other side’s behaviour that was unacceptable. Even then, I continue to

suffer placing faith and hope that she would change.

Sad to state that in realty such people never change for it is their function to act

in that manner created by their parent’s actions while they were young, it is

inbreed function that becomes a natural function of living.

That applies the same when I placed trust in Martin, Ken, Richard Huntly, Peter

and Balding, a trust they never deserved to have from anyone. They just treat

you like muck, I guess they treat muck even better then they treated me.

For a boy given one hour to live being born six weeks early and undernourished
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Never actually had a chance to survive, yet I did survive but had to undergo some operations

before I was entered into care by the order of the courts; including the recovery from attack of

pneumonia that unfortunately is a problem for most young children who are undernourished.

Sometime during the first few weeks of my life something terrible happen; MRS showed clearly

problems that leaves no mistakes that my head hit something very hard with force. And that had

to taken place in the first few weeks of my life.

The medical world at that time failed to diagnosis that what appeared to be fits but were actually

Meniere’s disease. In fact, the medical world including the military doctors all failed to identify

this problem until late in my 60s.  I had to go for x-rays for the massive head pains I was

enduring. While getting an x-ray examine he was explaining to me that I had a problem, he was

the first to spot my hearing problem, so he ordered me to go for a full audio investigation and

the results showed why I could not hear him.

From those test it was established that some heavy thing had hit my head with force creating

impaired balance damage and lost of bone in the right ear.

During my life I have had a number of operations to extend my life some of which went wrong

and had to return to be open up again to correct the problem that the first operation created.

In reality, it is a miracle that I am still around to write this report; my life’s is a devotion to

enrich and extend your lives in to a world far better then what you have now.

But how have I been reward; insults, allegations which are completely out of order, unjust, you

should be utterly ashamed to have played a part to stop this critical technology from reaching

the marketplace.

It appears to be some form of standard disease within this animal termed Homo sapiens.

Even today just a few days away from becoming 74 years old I am stupid enough to attempt yet

again to get this technology up and running for the sake of all children of today and the

tomorrow to have a chance to survive.

Even though it appears on the surface impossible to achieve now due to my age and no money, I

am still relying on faith; that I can succeed to give hope to the world where there is no real hope

for tomorrow’s children at this time.

To undertake this massive task now needed to save this planet, calls for a massive amount of

knowledge, but such knowledge is useless if you do not understand it.

So understanding many subjects is vital for the success of this critical technology to progress

though time, I have learnt that difficult things take a long time; the impossible things a little bit

longer and that is also a fate of time.

To me it appears that there is a major problem and it appears to be the same the whole world

over. Isn’t it all a blooming shame that it’s the rich that gets the pleasure and it’s the poor like

me that gets the blame. That is certainly the law of the squares functioning; should be saving the

earth and not the whales, they will save themselves, if left alone.
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487 John Thomas and I travelled to Australia on invitation by Steve Walker to undertake a day

lecture in four different locations across Australia. And when we got to the last area which was

Perth, Western Australia John House made up his mind to try to redevelop the S.E.G.

SWALLOW COMMAND calling WESTERN AUSTRALIA this is your story, as I have no

intention of taking credit for something that some one else did.

FACT: This was a DC generator which was lying idle in John House father’s workshop. DC

Generator: 225 or 500 volts. Photograph taken 1997.

I suggested to John House that if he could get it back to life it could serve the task of powering

the magnetiser for this redevelopment project.

Which he appreciated the common sense that to make use of anything available to save money.

He brought mates together and stripped that dead generator, and this is that story told in

pictures.

John House is a great human being he paid for me to have a set of teeth made special for me and

it took a whole day to make them as my mouth space is half the size of a normal mouth which

contains teeth 12mm in height top and bottom.

In my case it is a struggle at only 6mm top and bottom to use them, after all this time still not

got use to them to eat or talk.

And I often hear that statement “O look he got no teeth” you think that I am the only person

with no teeth in the world.

Unfortunate that while I lived in Sulham Lane that the well water destroyed my wife, my teeth;

it had no relationship to eating sweets since we could not afford them.
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FACT: Photo taken August 1997 Kim M
c
Greger and Stan Gale working on generator.

FACT: Photo taken August 1997 Stan putting brush carrier in place.

This is in Western Australia in an area which I feel certain that I am correct called Perth.

By the act of bringing people together to undertake a task it makes them feel wanted and

respected by the one who is planning the task ahead.

There is no question about their workmanship it was professional in every way. Thank

you.
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FACT: Photo taken August 1997 Stan Gale (left) and M
c
Gregor (right) putting final

touches on armature before installation.

Loyd Sherlock and John House working in the back ground on some component part.

It’s night time.

FACT: Photo taken August 1997: Back view of Kim M
c
Gregor working on generator.

Proof that people will work together if the subject is interesting and achievable.
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PHOTO 1 Taken August 1997 PHOTO 2 Taken August 1997

Photo 1: Kim and Stan working on the generator.

Photo 2: Loyd Sherlock assisting Stan to put the top cover on generator.

FACT: Steve Walker who spent time and money setting up the month lecture tour of

Australia. My sincere thanks Steve for your hard work and your daughter who played

football with me. To the right is John Thomas who accompanies me on this tour and

played an important part to its success.
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488 Now that you have had a break from the THINK TANK I shall now return to it.

FACT: Another point showing the equilibrium diagram for Cu and Nd.

Nd = Neodymium Atomic number = 60 A rare earth element.
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FACT: Here is another equilibrium diagram this time Cu and O.

O = Oxygen Atomic number = 8

Not a rare earth but a gas, it has a strange behaviour pattern when applied under certain

conditions.

Under some conditions, we don not really want oxygen, so we do our best to reduce it to zero or

as near as possible to zero.

In another case we may need a given amount of oxygen; example, we ourselves are a good case

for this condition of oxygen.

Then in another case we need the oxygen to fit a precise pattern in the matrix for the results this

certainly applies to superconductivity.

This information has taken years to discover by many researchers, without them before me there

could not possibly be any chance of an S.E.G. discovery. I am aware that it sits there quietly in

the dark domain waiting for some one to give birth to it.

But giving birth to it will take the efforts of many people who are devoted to that task.
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FACT: Another equilibrium diagram this time Cu with P, no not that liquid you pass out

of your body but an element.

P = Phosphorus: Atomic number = 15 Not a rare earth to my knowledge.

PHOSPHORUS.

An allotropic non-metallic element occurring in phosphates and living matter.

Ordinary phosphorus is a toxic flammable phosphorescent white solid:  the red form is

less reactive and non-toxic used in matches, pesticides, and alloys to my understanding.

Now you see what my world of absolute nothing is all about, God knows what these experts

world is like, and they will not tell either.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Ni.

Ni = Nickel; Atomic Number = 28 This is not a rare earth to my knowledge.

NICKEL;

Is a malleable silvery-white metallic element that is corrosion-resistant often used in

alloys, electroplating and catalyst in organic synthesise.

In this case it does not refer to the U. S. or Canadian coin worth five cents.

Designing S.E.G. concept calls for a brain tank often referred to as the THINK TANK.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu with Pb.

Pb = Lead: Atomic number = 82 Not a rare earth to my knowledge.

LEAD:

A heavy toxic bluish-white metallic element that is highly malleable: used in alloys,

accumulators, cable sheaths, paints, and as a radiation shield; which plays an important

part in the I.G.V. structure concept.

We all know about lead because it is used across a large domain of domestic buildings; and

serve us well in their applications of functions that meet our requirements.

Lead poison has become a useful tool of mentally ill criminals in performing their evil acts

upon innocent, loyal and honest people.

Lead pipes used to convey our water to our homes but mostly been replaced in the fear that it

may or has caused toxic problems in this animal termed Homo sapiens; that often say that they

are human beings.  I do accept that today they are still in use, only a few left but they are

extremely difficult to find.

We may be using lead in a manner that is assisting the Planet earth to die sooner than the

experts have brainwashed you to believe. Unfortunate that planet earth is my home and strange

as it may seem to you, it is your home regardless of whom or what you are.
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FACT: This equilibrium diagram relates to Cu and Pr.

Pr = Praseodymium: Atomic number = 59 To my mind that is a rare earth.
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FACT: This is the equilibrium diagram of Cu with Pd. Bear in mind there may yet be

much still hidden from our eyes yet to be uncovered with in the element kingdom.

Pd = Palladium: Atomic number = 46: This is not a rare earth element.

PALLADIUM:

A ductile malleable silvery-white element of the platinum metal group: used as a catalyst

and, alloyed with gold, in jewellery etc.

It is strange how all this nothing that I am showing here, looks like something to me, if not to

you; but these experts are experts if they say that I know nothing then all this which I am

showing is absolutely nothing – amazing how such nothingness looks like.
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489 Before continuing with this THINK TANK problem that is before me in the design of the

S.E.G. concept, let me recap upon what these last few pages relate to so far in this article.

NEODYMIUM:

This element selected here now because I originally used it as matter of fact since 1946. So,

every one bent on copying that choice even though it is far from the best choice.

But it does present the bottom range of choices available.

It is a toxic silvery-white metallic element of the lanthanide series.

PALLADIUM: I have already given you the basic facts on this element for the time being.

There is much more to come later if I don’t forget to return to it.

OXYGEN: I have already covered the basic on this element more data will follow later in the

article; that is if I don’t forget to return to it.

PHOSPHORUS: I have already covered the basic of this element more will follow later in this

article that is if I don’t forget to go back to it.

NICKEL: I have already covered the basic of this element; but more will follow later in this

article; that is if I don’t forget to return to it.

LEAD: I have already covered the basic details of this element; more will be release later in

this article that is if I don’t forget to return to it.

PRASEODYMIUM:

This is a malleable ductile silvery-white element of the lanthanide series of metals.

This covers the base facts relating to those elements being discussed within these last few

pages.

To present pictures of these raw materials is impossible at this time; as that data is already

packed and sealed for moving on when my orders arrive to march on and it may not be an

alleluia day if I have to move into a bed sit or another place with less room then this building

has would mean an absolute end to this work from my end.

I have been to Scotland and a dear Scottish lassie took me around to look at a number of sites

on offer, and one I took great liking to But there were another very nice one except that the

office was far too small for my needs and many families live close by in fact next door either

side which no doubt would moan about the noise involved in this work.

The one which I like that would meet my requirements is isolated except for one house opposite

which has a young couple who likes noise, other than that only the birds have to put up with the

noise of research and development but they have a vast space to move to.

Three and a half miles on is the RAF rescue aerodrome which has a limit time in flight practice

for their operations; which presents no problem for me.
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I know that there are those who think that I am talking out of my rear end, but let me assure you

that I don’t enjoy a sore rear end just to impress anyone. I have to live in the world of reality

and this is it.

This film producer at Hollywood; as the rest of what is left of my team; knows why I have to

move from here. They understand even if the council had no plans to demolish this building I

would still need to move for the room to work faster; which I cannot do here.

This gentleman is trying hard to support this technology but like me, he fines that people are not

in this world of reality but in some strange world that worships a god of greed, something that I

have known since age 21, thus his statements never surprised me.

It is a sad world that people who have to live on it cannot take care of it. That the best that they

can do is to destroy it with no regards to the future well being of their children or their children

of the future. Yet they state that they love their children but I am still waiting for their answer

on how when they smash people windows, set fire to cars and murder anyone they do not like

on the other hand.

That is more like an insane beast of an extremely low level and not a human being; no other

animal does such insane acts against their kind.

It is a disease of the mind which is no better than cancer and decent caring families should not

have to tolerate such acts. It urgently needs to be cut out of society so all can feel safe today.

This is that film producer

who accepted a fact that I

have to move into a suitable

place where officials can

come to do business relating

to this technology.

So he booked a flight for me

from Luton to Inverness

airport Scotland which he

paid for me; to see what I

could find of real value not

only from the view point of a

work place and office; but

suitable to put up heads of

states who may want to stay

over for a day or two.

A wonderful Scottish lassie

was there to collect me, and

drive me to her home where

she feed me and did my

washing at her expense;

including all the travelling to

view houses, also the

solicitor to discuss my

findings.
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FACT; Unfortunate it was expected that Hollywood would had released their first video

last November 1
st
 2005. But this has not happen; sadly the money will not be in time to

secure this offer, which will take a task to match it for the same price. I will show what

was on offer

Any place accepted must have the ability to be updated to match the reality that I stand for.

Yes this is the dear young

Scottish lassie that was

waiting for my arrival at

Inverness airport.

I had no problem to identify

her long before I reach the

door to make actual contact.

She could not miss me as the

only one who was struggling

to walk as I had recently had

the left leg copped up by

female surgeons without

anaesthetic only local

injection at the spot being

ripped open to cut away the

vein, at various points of the

leg

So I was far from being well;

but there was a task to do

and I was determining to do

it.

And with the help of this

wonderful woman I feel that

the task was indeed

successful except for the

cash to settle the bargain.

To prove without doubt that

I did indeed meet that dear

lady here is a photo which

cannot be disputed.

I am in constant contact with

this lady to update her on

how the film is going.
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FACT: This is a whole house not part of it, two massive garages and workshop to do

repairs on the cars, and this large car parking space in front of the house for visitors.

This is the world of reality; the world that such a technology as it deserves to be seen by

the world and that is just the basic with my knowledge and determination that will be

equal to that the pharaohs had with a big plus added to it; and I am not joking.
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FACT: Reality as far as the camera can see is open space that is the owner of the house

with Eileen in the lower picture.

In the top picture is Eileen with myself looking over the future that ought to be, but now

appears to be dying an early death. The price is about one quarter of that for a building

less space than that to the south or west of my present address.

It was a bargain but alas, with my pension it will only be a dream.
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FACT: Eileen at her own home where I stayed during my time in Scotland looking for the

ideal place for this work.

Top photo shows that summer house for your gardening and other tools needed to

maintain the grounds.

I appreciated the efforts made by Eileen for looking after me and doing the bulk of the work.




